CYANIT secure clients mobile
workforce with BlackFog

3,000
Threats Blocked
Every Month

18%
Monthly Decrease
in suspicious behavior

1,046
Monthly Blocks to
restricted geographys

CYANIT

The Challenge

The Solution

Industry: Managed Service Provider (MSP)

One of the biggest challenges CYANIT faces
is ensuring they have the right combination
of hardware and software tools to make
IT secure and stay at the forefront of the
industry. With new solutions always coming
onto the market they need to redefine their
solutions package about every six months.
“Everything is moving to the cloud and not
coming back”, said Jakob Arndt, CEE (Chief
Executive of Everything) at CYANIT. “This is
extremely challenging for security as data is
more distributed now, our job is to connect
all of the data points and secure them. In the
past we would just back up one server and
know we were secure, today its complicated
and getting more so by the day, making our
jobs more critical to our clients.”

CYANIT learned about BlackFog from
an IT distributor in Denmark in 2017 and
was very interested in the technology. The
increase in malicious threats, hacking, fake
news and focus on GDPR meant that their
customers were much more focussed on
cybersecurity and data protection and they
wanted to ensure they had the best solution
available to protect them. For the end
customer the biggest threat is undoubtedly
the hidden threat - the ‘drive-by’ or phishing
email that seems innocent until a user clicks
on it. Other issues like viruses and spam
email were covered by other solutions, but
until BlackFog was introduced to CYANIT
preventing these malicious attacks was very
much still an issue.

Location: Denmark
Size: 1120 clients and 500+ endpoints
Web: cyanit.dk

Company Bio
CYANIT provides IT consulting and solutions
for clients across a wide range of industries
including marketing, production, logistics,
plumbing, etc. Established for over 20 years,
they specialize in managed IT services
for small organizations across Denmark
covering everything from IT infrastructure,
software, hardware and services.

One of the biggest challenges CYANIT’S
customer base faces is the increase in
mobile working. With today’s workforce
becoming increasingly mobile, working from
home, in airports, coffee shops and hotels,
it is more difficult for companies to have a
realistic view of what is happening on each
device. “We knew we needed a solution that
would allow us lock and block regardless
of location, something that would add that
extra layer of security for our customers,”
said Jakob.

“With
today’s
workforce
becoming increasingly mobile,
working from home, in airports,
coffee shops and hotels, it is
more difficult for companies to
have a realistic view of what is
happening on each device. We
knew we needed a solution that
would allow us lock and block
regardless of location”
Jakob Arndt, CEE
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The Approach
BlackFog worked closely with CYANIT for
a period of around four months during the
evaluation process before deciding that
they would include BlackFog as part of their
managed solution. “Technically the solution
was quite brilliant” commented Jakob, “we
worked closely with the team refining the
solution and knew we wanted to work with
them, they were agile, and we had open
communication through the entire process.
We never say we purchase BlackFog, but
rather that we work with them.” At the end
of the evaluation process CYANIT decided
to bundle BlackFog into their solution suite
and roll it out to every client. As a trusted
advisor to their end customers, knowing that
their systems were secure was vital to their
business.

The Results
BlackFog is now an integral part of the IT
solution CYANIT provides to all its clients.
“With BlackFog installed our clients can
focus on running their businesses without
worrying about their IT security and we are
secure knowing that everything is ok if they
do happen to click on a bad link,” commented
Jakob. “We have found BlackFog to be the
missing cog in the security wheel as it’s the
only solution that is blocking the outbound
traffic. We are still rolling the solution out to
entire customer base and we already blocking
around 3000 threats each month!”

“Technically the solution was quite
brilliant” commented Jakob, “we
worked closely with the team refining
the solution and knew we wanted to
work with them, they were agile, and
we had open communication through
the entire process. We never say we
purchase BlackFog, but rather that
we work with them.”
Jakob Arndt, CEE

About BlackFog
BlackFog Privacy provides fileless cyberattack defense, offering real-time
protection against online threats
targeting your personal and corporate data. By proactively monitoring
the outbound traffic BlackFog offers
11 layers of defense against ransomware, spyware, malware and unauthorized data collection and profiling.
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